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Abstract
Saito (1988) establishes a relationship between two invariants associated with
a smooth projective curve, the conductor and discriminant. Saito defined the
conductor of an arbitrary scheme of finite type using p-adic etale cohomology. He
also defined the discriminant as measuring defects in a canonical isomorphism
between powers of relative dualizing sheaf of smooth projective curves. The
researcher in this paper shows that this relationship is analogous to that of
conductor to discriminant in the case of elliptic curves, and uses it as well as
analysis of data on conductors and discriminants to find out whether patterns
exist between discriminant and conductor of elliptic curves. The researcher
finds such patterns do in fact exist, and discusses two main ones - that of the
conductor dividing the discriminant and that of the conductor ”branching” in
a predictable way. This allows for easier algorithms for computing conductors.
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Introduction and Definitions

Definition 1.1. An elliptic curve over a number field K is defined as a cubic,
projective curve of the form:
f (x, y) : y 2 + a1 xy + a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x + a6
When the characteristic of K is different from 2 or 3, this curve can be written
in the form:
y 2 = x3 + Ax + B
The main purpose of the study of elliptic curves is looking at rational solutions to f (x, y) = 0. There is no general, efficient algorithm for finding these
points of an elliptic curve, which is deeply related to the Discrete Logarithm
Problem. For this reason, elliptic curves are used all over mathematics, physics,
and computer science.
Definition 1.2. We define the discriminant of an elliptic curve y 2 = x3 +Ax+B
to be the constant:
∆ = −16(4A3 + 27B 2 )
When considered on the projective plane, the discriminant has a geometric
interpretation. If ∆ is nonzero, the elliptic curve has three roots of multiplicity
one. Otherwise, the elliptic curve has a singularity, which is either additive (if
it is a cusp) or multiplicative (if it is a node).
Definition 1.3. The conductor of an elliptic curve is a measure of the ramification of the field extensions of the curve generated by the torsion points (the
points of finite order under our group law for elliptic curves, which we omit for
brevity’s sake).
It can be written as a product of primes with exponent  + δ, where  is the
tame reduction and δ the wild reduction of the curve at that prime. The tame
reduction is simple -  = 0 for good reduction,  = 1 for multiplicative reduction
and  = 2 for additive reduction.
The wild reduction vanishes if and only if the p-Sylow acts trivially on the
Tate module and is given by:
δ = dimZ/pZ HomZp [G] (P, M ).
Where M is the group of points on the elliptic curve of order p for a prime p, P
is the Swan representation, and G the Galois group of a finite extension of K
such that the points of M are defined over it (Weil 1967)
By the Néron–Ogg–Shafarevich criterion, the primes that divide the conductor of an elliptic curve are the primes of bad reduction for that curve (bad
reduction for a prime p meaning a singularity when considering the curve over
Fp ).
This means we can give a relatively simple formula for the conductor of an
elliptic curve E:
Y
f (E) =
pfp
p
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Where the product is taken over the p for which the curve has bad reduction,
and the exponent fp is a measure of how ”bad” the reduction is, equal to the
sum  + δ we saw above.
The conductor of an elliptic curve comes up in many different scenarios,
perhaps most notably as the least level of the modular form with a nontrivial
map to the elliptic curve. It also appears in the L-function of an elliptic curve.
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Purpose

As the conductor appears in the L-function of the elliptic curve as well as the
functional equation for it’s associated modular form, we can already see it has
connections to many of the big conjectures (and ex-conjectures) in algebraic
geometry (BSD, Tanyiama-Shimura, Szpiro, etc).
The conductor and discriminant are undoubtedly the most referenced invariants when talking about elliptic curves, so it is natural to ask if there is
a relationship between the two. The subject of this paper will be to study
the relationship between elliptic discriminant and conductor through various
experimental methods.
My hypothesis in this experiment is that the conductor will vary linearly
with the discriminant, and the null hypothesis in this experiment is that there
is no quantifiable relationship between the two numbers.
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Materials and Methods

The materials I will be using in this experiment are:
• SageMath (for generating conductors and discriminants)
• Mathematica (for analysis)
• A Dell Inspirion 3000 Laptop (to host the above two)
• ShareLatex (to write the paper)
The procedure for this experiment will be to generate sets of data on the discriminant and conductor of different sets of elliptic curves, and use Mathematica
as well as general mathematical analysis to find patterns and make conjectures.
The SageMath code used to generate the discriminants and conductor is:
conductors=[EllipticCurve([0, 0, 0, F, j+1]).conductor() for j in
range(1000)]
discriminants=[abs(EllipticCurve([0, 0, 0, F, (j+1)]).
discriminant()) for j in range(1000)]
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Figure 1: Discriminant (red), Conductor (Blue)
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Results

Fig. 1 above is a plot of the conductor and absolute value of the discriminant
for the Mordell curve y 2 = x3 + b with b varying on the x-axis. The patterns
here exemplify what happens for all elliptic curves, so it will be used to show
some of the patterns observed.
The conductor, while following an exponential patterns, switches intermittently between different ”branches”. The researcher observes as a main result
that every branch of the conductor is a factor of the discriminant, and in
fact there is a blue branch exactly following the discriminant not visible in the
figure.
Upon further investigation, this fact follows from Saito (1988) who gives the
following result:
Let R by a discrete valuation ring with perfect residue field, let C be a
projective smooth and geometrically connected curve of positive genus over the
field of fractions of R and let X be the minimal regular projective model of
C over R. One defines the Artin conductor Art(X/R) which turns out to be
f + n − 1, where f is the conductor associated to the Jacobian of C and n is
the number of irreducible components of the fiber at p of the minimal regular
projective model of E over Z. Saito proved that
Art(X/R) = ν(∆)
where ∆ ∈ R is the ”discriminant” of X which measures the defect of a
functorial isomorphism which involves powers of the relative dualizing sheaf of
X/R. When C is an elliptic curve, Saito also proves that ∆ is the discriminant
(in the way we defined in the introduction) of the minimal Weierstrass equation
of C. This means, for a prime p:
νp (∆) = fp + 1 − n
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Table 1: For a curve y 2 = x3 + Ax + b
Branch of Order: Requirement for A:
1
All A
2
A 6≡ 0 mod 4
3
A ≡ 0 mod 3
4
A ≡ 0, 3 mod 4
5
A ≡ 0, 2, 3 mod 5
6
A ≡ 0 mod 3
7
A ≡ 0, 1, 2, 4 mod 7
8
A ≡ 0 mod 3

Where fp is the exponent of the conductor at p and once again n is the number of irreducible components of the fiber at p of the minimal regular projective
model of E over Z
And, in particular:
fp = νp (∆) − n + 1
(1)
Meaning the primes that divide the conductor are exactly those dividing the
discriminant, and the exponent of each prime dividing the conductor is less than
or equal to the exponent of that prime in the discriminant.
Formula (1) is referred to as Ogg’s Formula, referencing Ogg (1967), where
it was conjectured and discussed in Weil (1967).
Before the second pattern found is explored, we must first define some terminology. Given integral A, take y 2 = x3 + Ax + b and consider the conductor
and discriminant of the curve as a function of b (an example of this is Fig. 1 for
A = 0). We say the curve has a conductor ”branch” of order n if there are an
infinite number of conductors of y 2 = x3 + Ax + b that go into the discriminant
of y 2 = x3 + Ax + b exactly n times. Or, put informally, if on the conductor
vs discriminant graph (see Fig. 1) there is a ”branch” of the conductors that
follows the discriminant but divided by n. This curve is uniquely determined
by A, as we take b to vary. For example, one only needs to take A = 3 to get
y 2 = x3 + 3x + b, and look at the plot of the conductor and discriminant as b
varies to realize it has a branch of order 2 and a branch of order 3 among others.
The researcher has used sageMath to experimentally verify the pattern laid
out in Table 1. Past order 8 you lose statistical integrity because of how close
together all the branches are. But with order 1-8, all patterns are verified with
100 percent accuracy looking at values of the branches from 1 to 10000 and A
from 0 to 1000.
Mathematically, the researcher has failed to meaningfully prove these patterns. However, investigation reveals some of their nature.
Formally put, a family of elliptic curves having a branch of order n means
that the p-adic valuation of the conductor is one less than the p-adic valuation
of the discriminant for all prime factors p of n, on all points on the branch.
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Using our prime-by-prime product definition of the conductor, this concerns
the exponent of the conductor fp . And applying (1), we know that:
fp = νp (∆) − n + 1
Where n is the number of irreducible components of the fiber at p of the
minimal regular projective model of E over Z But we are looking for fp to equal
νp (∆) − 1, so for a point on a branch of order p, n must equal 2 for all primes
that divide the order and only those primes.
Investigating patterns in the number of components of fibers is outside the
scope of this paper so the researcher leaves it to someone more qualified in
topology. Though it is interesting that although branches of prime order take
less constraints on n, the A’s that satisfy them seem to follow more complicated
patterns (as evidenced by Table 1 above).
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SageMath Code

The code used to generate conductors and discriminants was:
conductors=[EllipticCurve([0, 0, 0, F, j+1]).conductor() for j in
range(1000)]
discriminants=[abs(EllipticCurve([0, 0, 0, F, (j+1)]).
discriminant()) for j in range(1000)]
The code used to check if a certain family of curves had a certain branch
was:
def branch(A,n):
conductors=[EllipticCurve([0, 0, 0, F, j+1]).conductor() for j
in range(1000)]
discriminants=[abs(EllipticCurve([0, 0, 0, F, (j+1)]).
discriminant()) for j in range(1000)]
return [x for x in conductors if n*x in discriminants]
Which is runnable using:
len(branch(A,o))
Where A is A in the curve y 2 = x3 + Ax + b, and o is the order of the branch
to check. With the len, it will return a number which is the number of points
on that branch taking b from 0 to 1000. The higher the number, the denser the
branch.
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